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THE 13 IKARIM

ocnrv ka vbunt hreg dh
(13) THE SEVENTH IKAR - PROPHECY OF MOSHE RABBEINU
PART 2
vhju kjr ,arsn rbnx

aurhp rpxc ut 'uc h,ukhjva vtucbv rpxc ut 'urcjk h,gsh rat ,uarsv aurhp rpxc ot 'unuenk uvjhbt lfhpku ///
,usuxhv ukt

1.

ihrssbx vban 'ekj pk vnsev - ocnr

The Rambam leaves over the full discussion of Moshe’s prophecy to another occasion - either (i) a book on the meaning
of the derashot - the derivations of Chazal from the pesukim - which the Rambam proposes to write; or (ii) a book about
prophecy which he says has begun; or (iii) a book specifically on the Ikarim.
Q - did the Rambam fulfill his promise and write such a book about Moshe’s prophecy and, if so, where?
After writing the Commentary on the Mishna, the Rambam wrote two other main works - the halachic codification of
Oral Law - the Mishne Torah, and the philosophical Moreh Nevuchim. The most obvious candidate for an exposition on
Moshe’s prophecy would be the Moreh, but we find there a strange statement ....

2.

I have already described the four points in which the prophecy of Moses our Teacher was distinguished from
that of other prophets, in books accessible to everyone, in the Commentary on the Mishnah (Sanhedrin 10:1) and
in the Mishneh Torah (Yesodei Hatorah 7:6) ..... I need not repeat the subject here, nor is it included in the theme of
this work. For I must tell you that whatever I say here of prophecy refers exclusively to the form of the prophecy
of all prophets before and after Moses. But as to the prophecy of Moses, I will not discuss it in this work with
one single word, whether directly or indirectly, because, in my opinion, the term prophet is applied to Moses
and other men only in that both terms are homonyms
Moreh Nevuchim 2:35
The Rambam appears to go out of his way to stress that he will NOT discuss the prophecy of Moshe in the Moreh!
(Although, in fact, the Moreh does discuss Moshe in various places (see in particular 2:39 and 2:45) and below)

3.

The object of this treatise is to enlighten a religious man who has been trained to believe in the truth of our holy
Law, who conscientiously fulfills his moral and religious duties, and at the same time has been successful in his
philosophical studies. ......
Do not imagine that these most difficult problems can be thoroughly understood by any one of us. This is not
the case. At times the truth shines so brilliantly that we perceive it as clear as day. Our nature and habit then
draw a veil over our perception, and we return to a darkness almost as dense as before. We are like those who,
though beholding frequent flashes of lightning, still find themselves in the thickest darkness of the night. On
some the lightning flashes in rapid succession, and they seem to be in continuous light, and their night is as
clear as the day. This was the degree of prophetic excellence attained by (Moses) the greatest of prophets, to
whom God said, "But as for you, stand here by Me" (Deut 5:27) and of whom it is written "the skin of his face
shone," etc. (Exod. 34:29). [Some perceive the prophetic flash at long intervals; this is the degree of most
prophets.] For others, a flash of lightning is perceived only once during the whole night. This is the case with
those of whom we are informed, "they prophesied, and did not prophesy again" (Num. 21:25).
Introduction to Moreh Nevuchim

In the introduction to the Moreh, the Rambam writes that the purpose of the book is ‘enlightenment’ and ‘understanding’,
which he compares to the flash of lightning in an otherwise black night. The ultimate enlightened soul was Moshe
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..... he [Moshe] did not receive prophetic inspiration through the medium of the imaginative faculty, but
directly through the intellect
Moreh Nevuchim 2:36

5.

Abarbanel Commentary on Moreh Nevuchim 2:35

All aspects of Moshe’s prophecy indicate total control, unlike the prophecy of other prophets. Everything points to one
central issue - that Moshe’s prophecy is pure intellect

6.

God .... is an intellect in actu and that there is absolutely no potentiality in Him .... such that He does not
sometimes think and sometimes not think, but is always an intellect in actu. It follows necessarily that He and
the thing thought are one thing, which is His essence. Moreover, the act of thinking .... is in itself the intellect,
which is His essence. .... It is accordingly also clear that this .... is not true for the Creator only, but also for
every intellect. Thus in us too, the intellectualizing subject, the intellect, and the intellectually recognized object,
are one and the same thing whenever we have an intellect in actu. We, however, pass intellectually from
potentiality to actuality only from time to time
Moreh Nevuchim 1:68

The Rambam here states that (i) G-d’s Essence is intellectual thought and (ii) when we actively think, we do so in the
same way that G-d does. Thus the most Godly thing a person may do is to think - this is the ultimate connection with G-d
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We have given the definition of prophecy, stated its true characteristics, and shown that the prophecy of Moses
our Teacher was distinguished from that of other prophets; we will now explain that this distinction alone
qualified him for the office of proclaiming the Law, a mission without a parallel in the history from Adam to
Moses, or among the prophets who came after him; it is a principle in our faith that there will never be revealed
another Law. Consequently we hold that there has never been, nor will there ever be, any other divine Law but
that of Moses our Teacher. …
It is clear that the Law is normal in this sense; for it contains "just statutes and judgments" (Deut. 4:8); and "just"
is here identical with "balanced." The statutes of the Law do not impose burdens or excesses as are implied in
the service of a hermit or pilgrim, and the like; but, on the other hand, they are not so deficient as to lead to
gluttony or lewdness, or to prevent, as the religious laws of the heathen nations do, the development of man's
moral and intellectual faculties. We intend to discuss in this treatise the reasons of the commandments, and we
shall then show, as far as necessary, the justice and wisdom of the Law, on account of which it is said: "The Law
of God is perfect, refreshing the heart" (Ps. 19:8)
Moreh Nevuchim 2:39

Since the Torah is finely ethically balanced, only the prophecy of Moshe was fitting to communicate it

8.

.... although we believe that God created the Universe from nothing, most of our wise and learned men believe
that the Creation was not the exclusive result of His will. Rather, His wisdom, which we are unable to
comprehend, made the actual existence of the Universe necessary. … It is not unreasonable to assume that the
works of God, their existence and preceding non-existence, are the result of His wisdom, but we are unable to
understand many of the ways of His wisdom in His works. On this principle the whole Law of Moses is based; it
begins with this principle: "And God saw all that He had made, and, behold, it was very good" (Gen. 1:31); and it
ends with this principle: "The Rock, perfect is His work" (Deut. 32: 4). Note this!
Moreh Nevuchim 3:25

The world was created not just according to a Divine Will (which could be arbitrary) but according to a Divine Wisdom,
which makes sense. This is the basis for Torat Moshe. We must try and fathom the Divine wisdom in Creation (the
Pardes - Ma’aseh Bereishit and Ma’aseh Merkavah (which for the Rambam are physics and metaphysics)) and Torah
(the reasons for the mitzvot). Hence the emphasis in the Moreh on ta’amei hamitzvot

9.

They say of Moses, our Teacher, that he was Father in the knowledge of the Law, in wisdom and in prophecy
...... The perfection, in which man can truly glory, is attained by him when he has acquired – as far as this is
possible for man - the knowledge of God, the knowledge of His Providence, and of the manner in which it
influences His creatures in their production and continued existence. Having acquired this knowledge he will
then be determined always to seek loving-kindness, judgment, and righteousness, and thus to imitate the ways
of God. We have explained this many times in this treatise.
Moreh Nevuchim 3:54

The Moreh concludes with a reference to Moshe’s superiority in Law, wisdom and prophecy and then ends with a
summary of human perfection - knowledge of G-d, his Hashgacha and Creation ie Moshe Rabbeinu!!!
The entire book of Moreh Nevuchim is the Prophecy of Moshe Rabbeinu ie striving to achieving as perfect a possible
intellectual understanding of G-d, Torah and Creation. This is the book that the Rambam promised to write. As such,
it does not need to talk ABOUT the prophecy of Moshe. It IS the prophecy of Moshe

10.

The knowledge obtained by Moses has not been possessed by any human being before him or after him
Moreh Nevuchim 1:54
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/ibhhbgu ,umhjnc - hghcav erpv
////
,ukgn ivnu ,uhkfa ,ukgn ivn - ,ukgnv hf 'hbav erpc ubrtc rcf ubta 'tuvu /lk rnuta vn 'ihbgv vzc vbuufvu
'vut,v curf ',ushn ,uhu,hjp ivnu `vbcvv haeu ',uapyvu ',ukfxf ',uhkfa ,uhu,hjp ivn - ,uhu,hjpv ifu /,ushn
,umhjnv iv 'ikkfc ,uhu,hjpv uktu ///// /stn ,ucr ivu 'ivk vnusa vnu 'iunnv ,cvtu ',uzgvu 'vtbevu 'xgfvu 'vutdvu
hf 'rnth /"ofhvkt ihck ofhbhc ohkhscn uhv ofh,ubuug ot hf" :vz rtcn 'thcbv rnt /vkg,h wv ihcu ostv ihc ,ukhscnv
/vkg,h ubhcu ubhbhc ,ukhscnv ,umhjnv iv 'ubrfza unf ',ugrv ukt ivu 'ubhtyj
//////
- ikuf ,uhkfav ,ukgnvu ikuf ,ushnv ,ukgn uc unkab rcfau 'vgre tka vmhjn uk vrtab tka 'ubcr van gsh ratfu
hta 'vkg,h 'ughsuvu /lsucf ,t tb hbtrv (jh:dk ,una) :rntu 'gbun rtab tku khtuv 'u,uthmn ,,hnt kg wv dhavk aehc
tk vbv /hju ostv hbtrh tk hf (f:dk ,una) :urnut tuvu 'ost tuv ratc :rnuk hbumr 'rnujk humn kfa u,uhvc vz uk rapt
kscb h,kcv haubtv kfav tuvu 'vrhvc ,jt vmhjn tkt u,uthmn ,,hnt kg wv ,dav ihcu ubhc vrtab

11.

z erp o"cnrk oherp vbuna

In the Shemona Perakim (the Rambam’s introduction to his commentary on Pirkei Avot) he explains that defects in our
intellect and character create barriers between us and G-d. Moshe had broken down all of these barriers so that all that
remained between him and G-d was the built-in limitation of the human mind

12.

ihrssbx vban 'ekj pk vnsev - ocnr

The 8th Ikar describes Torah Min Hashamayim. In this Moshe is described as a ‘scribe’ simply transmitting the Law that
G-d communicated to him through a transmission that we call dibbur/’speech’
Q - How does this description of Moshe’s role in the transmission of Torah fit with the description in the 7th Ikar of
Moshe as the worlds’ greatest intellect? Why is this intellect needed to be a scribe!?
A - The 8th Ikar is dealing with the giving of the Written Torah (and the Halacha leMoshe MiSinai?). The 7th Ikar
sets up the basis for the Oral Law, which is rooted in the intellectual abilities of man.
Note the Rambam’s approach to Oral Law (in the Shoresh Sheni to Sefer Hamitzvot and other places) that most of
halacha is created through (i) the derashot of Chazal whereby Chazal use their intellectual skills and the hermeneutic
principles given to them at Sinai to explain the verses of the Torah; and (ii) Rabbinic Law which is created entirely
through the minds of Chazal. Both of these are (for the Rambam) included in the mitzvah of Lo Tasur (see shiurim on
Oral Law)
The 7th Ikar is thus our commitment to the concept that the human intellect (represented at its most perfect by Moshe)
is the ‘kli’ created by G-d for the development of Oral Law
Note that the Rambam does NOT invoke the concept uburd lu,n rcsn vwcev - that G-d ‘spoke through Moshe’s mouth’
but rather that of vrhtn thrkepxt - that Moshe saw through a ‘clear glass’1. This is much more in consonance with the
Rambam’s approach as outlined above

1. See Shemona Perakim Chap 7

